Keywords: Agricultural experts; Empirical knowledge; Evidence theory; Reliability evaluation Abstract: Agricultural expert experience highlights its advantages in the agricultural biological disaster forecast evaluation. Aiming at solving the expert experience fusion, this paper converted expert information into reliability probability density distribution, determined the evidence theory knowledge framework and basic probability distribution function based on the consistency definition and at the same time, the weight of each distribution is confirmed by using D-S synthesis rules. This paper ultimately obtained after-experience reliability level of fusion expert experiences in the agricultural production.
Introduction
In the agricultural biological disaster forecast evaluation, objective test data is difficult to be obtained for the factors limitation such as funds and time. While the traditional reliability evaluation method uses mathematical statistics large sample theory as its foundation, this method can't be suitable for agricultural biological disasters reliability evaluation. And plant protection experts, farmers and related domain experts accumulated a large amount of knowledge during their everyday study. Their experts experiences can better reflect the actual situation of agricultural biological disaster so that expert experiences should be emphasized heavily. In order to get higher credibility results needs carry on the expert experience fusion according to many experts' judgments [1, 2] Evidence theory is a new important kind of developed uncertainty reasoning method, suitable for decisions on human existence and uncertain factors. It has obvious advantages in the treatment of the subjective judgment and the uncertain knowledge synthesis [3] . Booker discussed expert information extraction and the application of fuzzy theory [4, 5] ; Dey described the method of transforming experts' information with quantile formal description to the probability distribution [6] ; Szwed, Hora and Bram researched on different forms of expert information fusion. The evidence theory should be widely applied on reliability evaluation of the agricultural biological disaster prediction.
Evidence theory-based expert information fusion D-S synthetic rules
Set BEL1 and BEL2 as two trust function on the same recognition framework Θ, m1, m2 is the corresponding basic probability assignment, focal elements are A1, A2,... Ak, and B1, B2,... Br, then D -S synthetic rules for two evidence is [11, 12] : ( ) ( ) The transformation of the expert experience to the probability distribution
In the agricultural biological disaster evaluation, the relevant field experts gave an estimate value of agricultural biological disasters rely on their experience. The evaluation is based on the weather conditions, the ecological environment, historical data and crop cultivation mode. Assuming each expert can be trusted, so all the reliability estimates are around the true value. And the more close to the true value, the more likelihood of the valuation fall in this interval. Suppose it obey the normal distribution N(μ,δ2). Scene, experts often given reliability of interval estimation: the reliability interval estimation of base evaluation is（RL，RU）,when the confidence is 1-α, i.e., P (RL < R < RU) =1-α, as shown in figure 1.
Fig.1 Transformation probability density distribution
So the experts-given interval estimation equals to the reliability obeys distribution N (μ, δ2), PDF for f (R), and the possibility of R falls among the interval (RL, RU) is 1-α, namely for surrounded area between probability density curve and the interval (RL, RU). Through this method, it converted the expert-experience interval estimation into probability density distribution.
The distribution has two unknown parameter--μ, δ2. Normal distribution is symmetrical, and the value of mean μ is the neutral value of valuation interval
Variance δ2 can be calculated according to the interval estimation
Information consistency
To the above description, the i, j experts gives two kinds of interval estimation, which obey distribution N(μi, δ2i)，N(μj, δ2j), and the probability density function is respectively fi（R）, fj（R ）, as shown in figure 2. Two distributions have coincidence parts.
Fig.2 Experts consistency
Definition: Converting two experts-given reliability interval estimation into probability distribution for fi (R), fj (R), so the expert information consistency is the ratio of the intersection and the set for two probability distribution and transverse surrounded area, namely 
All the after-transformation experts information formed the probability density distribution set {Sj(R)|j=1,2…,n}, and as an identified frame Θ,
' ij CM expresses the probability that the i expert think R obey the probability density distribution fj （R）is true. Structure basic probability density distribution
Using the evidence theory synthesis rules, after n-1 synthesis ( ) 
Problems reliability
The probability density distribution is the interval estimation transformation of the expert experience reliability, namely the weight of probability density distribution is the weight of expert experience. So the system reliability is 1122 ... 
Expert information discount
Different experts have different credibility on agricultural biological disasters. If it has a certain understanding of its trust degree, then discount it before the fusion of each expert's information.
Assuming the credibility of the I expert is βi , the basic probability distribution function of the expert support proposition A is mi（A）, then the after-discount basic probability distribution function
According to the basic probability distribution function, for above D-S rules synthesis, get the probability distribution weight.
Instance analysis
Assuming in an agricultural biological disaster evaluation, four experts gave prediction reliability interval estimation, P1(0.6<R<0.8)=0.85, P2(0.7<R<0.85)=0.9, P3(0.65<R<0.8)=0.8, P4(0.7<R<0.8)=0.8.
Converted it into probability density distribution, which respectively obeyed normal distribution, the parameters are Table. 1. 
Conclusion
Aiming at the practical problems of reliability evaluation on the agricultural biological disaster forecast, this paper introduced evidence theory and combined the expert experience. Evidence theory is to deal with the uncertainties caused by "not sure", "don't know" and uses the trust function as a metric. With the combination of the reliability evaluation and the exploration in fusion expert experience, this paper obtained the good effects. In the expert experience fusion, a lot of problems will be encountered, such as the express form of expert experience, the credibility of the expert experience, the correlation between expert experience and the experience conflict. To solve these problems well is the critical content in reliability assessment of information fusion. 
